
Matthew 18:10-20 (NKJV)  
10  "Take heed that you do not despise one of these little ones, for I say to you that in 
heaven their angels always see the face of My Father who is in heaven. 11  For the Son 
of Man has come to save that which was lost. 12  What do you think? If a man has a 
hundred sheep, and one of them goes astray, does he not leave the ninety-nine and go 
to the mountains to seek the one that is straying? 13  And if he should find it, 
assuredly, I say to you, he rejoices more over that sheep than over the ninety-nine 
that did not go astray. 14  Even so it is not the will of your Father who is in heaven that 
one of these little ones should perish. 15  "Moreover if your brother sins against you, 
go and tell him his fault between you and him alone. If he hears you, you have gained 
your brother. 16  But if he will not hear, take with you one or two more, that 'by the 
mouth of two or three witnesses every word may be established.' 17  And if he refuses 
to hear them, tell it to the church. But if he refuses even to hear the church, let him be 
to you like a heathen and a tax collector. 18  Assuredly, I say to you, whatever you bind 
on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in 
heaven. 19  Again I say to you that if two of you agree on earth concerning anything 
that they ask, it will be done for them by My Father in heaven. 20  For where two or 
three are gathered together in My name, I am there in the midst of them."  
In Sunday School last week we discussed Matthew 18.  This is a parallel passage to Mark 
9.  But it has a lot of additional material.  I thought we would take a look at it this 
morning, since the teaching in it is so important if we want to understand what Jesus 
was teaching about His kingdom in Mark. 
Remember that what we have seen so far in the book of Mark.  We see Jesus talking 
about His upside down kingdom.  Who is the greatest in the kingdom?  It is the one with 
the least status.  In fact, it is the one who sees himself as the servant to the one who 
has the least status. 
Then Jesus talks about why the least of these are important.  They are important 
because God values them.  That is the only importance we really have.  Our value, other 
than that, is considerably small.  Maybe we have a few bucks worth of elements in our 
system.  Maybe our body parts might be worth some money.  But other than that, we 
can be stripped of all of our value in the world of men.  But from God’s perspective, we 
have great worth.  How do we know?  We know by the value of what God spent to save 
us.  God sent His Son, He of greatest worth, to save us.  We can’t miss the point of the 
value that He assigned to every person who would come to Him. 
Then remember we were told how dastardly it is when someone does harm to one of 
these little ones.  Why?  Because the Father values them.  It would be better to meet 



sudden death or mutilation than to be found guilty of harming one of God’s little ones, 
one of His children. 
That is where our text in Matthew comes in to add to what Mark has already told us.  All 
of this teaching was one single whole. 
Matthew 18:10-20 (NKJV)  
10  "Take heed that you do not despise one of these little ones, for I say to you that in 
heaven their angels always see the face of My Father who is in heaven. 11  For the Son 
of Man has come to save that which was lost. 
Jesus was continuing with the same thought.  The greatest Christian is the one who 
most selflessly takes care of another brother or sister that has no natural status.  This is 
someone who they have nothing to profit from selfishly. 
Now Jesus states it from the negative.  First you should serve him or her.  Now, you 
must not despise them, which is the opposite of valuing them.  You must treat them as 
being valuable.  You must not treat them as being worthless.  That is essentially what 
this means. 
And why? 
that in heaven their angels always see the face of My Father who is in heaven. 
Do you see what this is saying?  Everything comes back to God.  We value believers 
because God values believers.  Angels serve God’s bidding.  One of their primary 
responsibilities is looking out for believers.  They go straight from looking into God’s 
face for directions, to serving the needs of believers.  They are servants that get their 
marching orders directly from God.  And they serve believers.  From that we don’t have 
to work hard at all to figure out that Christians are important to God. 
Then second we see that not only are the angels appointed to serve believers. 
We are told this. 
11  For the Son of Man has come to save that which was lost. 
The Son of Man, Jesus himself, was sent to save sinners.  He was sent for these “least of 
these” that Christ was talking about. 
What Jesus is calling us here to is to see everything from God’s perspective.  We are to 
see this thing we call Christianity from God’s perspective.  It is all about God.  We often 
get this out of perspective.  We get to thinking it is all about us.  Or it is all about those 
who have not yet heard of Christ.  Or it is all about those who have decided against 
Christ.  But those are all wrong.  It is all about God and what God wants and about who 
God is. 
And all of that makes perfect sense when Christ goes on to talk about sin.  What is sin 
anyway, except a violation of God.  All sin is sin. primarily because of how it relates to 



God.  How it affects others is the secondary consideration.  The first consideration is 
how it reflects upon the glory of God. 
Now Jesus moves on to showing us again how believers are valued. 
12  What do you think? If a man has a hundred sheep, and one of them goes astray, 
does he not leave the ninety-nine and go to the mountains to seek the one that is 
straying? 13  And if he should find it, assuredly, I say to you, he rejoices more over that 
sheep than over the ninety-nine that did not go astray. 14  Even so it is not the will of 
your Father who is in heaven that one of these little ones should perish. 
Why would Jesus have said this?  What was the point He is making?  It is very clear that 
the emphasis is that every person who responds to the love of God, every person who 
sees their sin and their helpless position before God and calls out to God to save them.  
Everyone who understands that their sin requires the just death penalty, everyone who 
receives the penalty Christ paid on the cross to count for them.  Every one of those 
people has great value to God, just as every sheep has great value to a shepherd.   
And we can’t miss that it is the attitude of the shepherd that assigns the value to the 
sheep.  It is not that the sheep, themselves, hold such intrinsic value.  The shepherd 
determines that they are worth his sacrifice.  And then he leaves to get them.  And once 
he goes, he feels elated when he finds them and rescues them.   
When you get discouraged, think about this.  We are the source of the Good Shepherds 
pleasure.  When we are brought into His kingdom, it gives Him great joy.  When we stray 
and are brought back, we give Him pleasure.  When you begin to think your life has no 
value, consider this.  If you are a believer, you are valued by God.  If you are in His 
kingdom, you are there because He wants you there.  And every other believer is in the 
same state.  That is why it is so important that we treat each other the way Christ wants 
us to. 
Next we are going to be told about how this process of rescuing sheep gets done in real 
life.  We move from the figurative to the literal. 
 
15  "Moreover if your brother sins against you, go and tell him his fault between you 
and him alone. If he hears you, you have gained your brother. 16  But if he will not 
hear, take with you one or two more, that 'by the mouth of two or three witnesses 
every word may be established.' 17  And if he refuses to hear them, tell it to the church. 
But if he refuses even to hear the church, let him be to you like a heathen and a tax 
collector. 18  Assuredly, I say to you, whatever you bind on earth will be bound in 
heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven. 19  Again I say to 
you that if two of you agree on earth concerning anything that they ask, it will be done 



for them by My Father in heaven. 20  For where two or three are gathered together in 
My name, I am there in the midst of them."  
So, when one of the sheep stray away, how are they brought back?  Like this. 
First notice that it says if your brother sins against you.  In some translations it just says 
if your brother sins.  Sometimes fellow believers will sin against us.  Sometimes they will 
just sin.  Either way, when they do, it creates an obligation upon us if we know it. 
Now, first we have to determine what sin is.  This does not say if this person offends 
you, or if this person is brash, or if they didn’t greet you in a friendly manner that you 
should go to them.  This determination has nothing to do with how socially adapted the 
offender is.  We as followers of Christ have got to understand scripture.  We have got to 
be able to define sin as scripture defines sin.  Probably all of us grew up having picked 
up some ideas about things that we thought were sins, but the Bible doesn’t call them 
sins.  And probably all of us grew up thinking nothing of some behaviors or attitudes 
that God clearly labels as sin.  So we can’t trust our sensibilities to make this 
determination.  We have to know what scripture says.  We have to define the terms.  
Before we go to a brother or sister to deal with their sin, we should know for sure what 
scripture says about it. 
Now, even as we begin talking about this, we can know right off the bat that this kind of 
Christian dealing isn’t popular.  In fact we have all heard the passage quoted out of 
context that says “Judge not that ye be not judged”.  We are told that this means it is 
none of our business when our brothers or sisters live in sin.  Our culture is quickly 
losing the idea of what sin even is.  There is little consciousness of things being wrong 
because our creator says they are wrong.  Now that is understandable.  But for the 
church to reach the same state is a different matter.  That is an absolute tragedy.  This is 
what one writer states about the current state of the church. 
Commenting on the contemporary church, Richard Lovelace writes: 
The whole church was... avoiding the biblical portrait of the sovereign and holy God 
who was angry with the wicked every day and whose anger remains upon those who 
will not receive His Son. Walling off this image into an unvisited corner of its 
consciousness, the church substituted a new god who was the projection of 
grandmotherly kindness mixed with the gentleness and winsomeness of a Jesus who 
hardly needed to die for our sins. Many American congregations were, in effect, 
paying their ministers to protect them from the real God.... It is partially responsible 
not only for the general spiritual collapse of the church in this century but also for a 
great deal of [evangelistic] weakness; for in a world in which the sovereign and holy 
God regularly employs plagues, famines, wars, disease, and death as instruments to 
punish sin and bring mankind to repentance, the idolatrous image of God as pure 



benevolence cannot really be believed, let alone feared and worshiped in the manner 
prescribed by both the Old Testament and New Testament. (Dynamics of Spiritual Life 
[Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity 1979], pp. 83-84) 
MacArthur New Testament Commentary, The - MacArthur New Testament Commentary 
– Matthew 16-23. 
Sin is a big deal.  And we must not treat it like it isn’t.  It is such a big deal that it cost 
Jesus death on the cross.  So when we see sin in each other, we cannot brush it aside.  
We must define it properly, but when it is defined properly we must move on that 
information.  We must pursue the one that departs the 99 others.  We must make it our 
business to do something to rescue that person from the danger of their own decisions. 
So we as believers must understand that sin is a big deal.  We must be able to define it 
as God defines it.  And then we are to move on it if we see a brother in this danger. 
15  "Moreover if your brother sins against you, go and tell him his fault between you 
and him alone. If he hears you, you have gained your brother. 
So what are we to do?  Should we wait until the brother comes to us?  Should we wait 
until the brother comes to himself?  No.  We are to serve the least of these as if we are 
lesser.  We are to move for their benefit.  We are to take the action needed.  We go. 
And on top of that, we tell him his fault privately. 
While studying I read a comment by someone saying that the church of today has, for 
the most part given up both going to our brothers and telling them privately.  Now our 
tendency is more toward not telling our brothers, but we tell everyone else. 
I don’t think what Christ is saying here is forbidding us from talking to someone wiser 
than us to get advice about how to approach certain situations where someone is 
sinning.  But it is very clear that this should only be done in order to better obey what 
Christ says here.  We do everything in our power to keep another’s sin private.  We 
attempt to keep others from knowing it if possible.  We try to keep it private.  We treat 
others the way we would like to be treated. There is no room for gossip or slander in 
this process.  We should not make it any harder for the person to confess, repent and 
change than it has to be.  So we go to the person individually and privately. 
And at this point we tell him his fault.  We disclose the truth about the other person’s 
behavior, and the truth about what God says.   
This will have only one of a few outcomes. 

1- You will find out you are right about the other person’s sin, and the person you 
are talking to will hear what you are saying, will recognize their sin, and will 
respond correctly.  That is always the desired outcome.  Remember, we are 
always trying to bring that person back into proper relationship with Christ.  That 
is always the proper goal and motivation for this kind of activity.  Our passage 



tells us that, if this is the outcome, if the brother repents of the sin that we bring 
to his attention, If he hears you, you have gained your brother.  What this means 
is that the effort has had the desirable outcome.  Like gaining a sheep that has 
strayed, and bringing them back to the flock, we have gained our brother.  We 
have brought him back into proper relationship. 

2- The second possible outcome is you will find out that you are wrong about the 
other person’s sin and the person has not committed the sin you think they are 
guilty of.  I find that is the case more often than we would think.  All of us who are 
married know what it is to assume an evil motive in our spouses.  We approach 
them with that assumption.  And we find out that their motive was completely 
different than what we expected.  I find it best to start this process of 
reconciliation with questions to make sure I have the facts straight.  We rarely 
need to bring the canons out right away.  We will often find out we don’t need 
them at all. 
So going to that person and dealing with them privately will sometimes save us 
embarrassment.  By dealing with the person privately we will find out we were 
wrong about the other person’s sin.  And no harm will have been done. 

3- We will find out we are right about the person’s sin, but the other person has not 
yet come to the realization that they are sinning.  This allows us to have a 
meaningful conversation with them, showing them from God’s word that they are 
displeasing the Master they are trying to please.  This is a good outcome.  It 
increases fellowship between believers while learning and submitting to scripture. 

4- We will find out we are right about the person’s sin, and we will find out that our 
brother needs help in fighting that sin.  This is often true with addictions of any 
kind.  So our effort to confront them will serve a useful service in getting our 
brother the help they need and want to overcome sin.  This, again, is a very good 
outcome. 

5- The last outcome is the most dismal.  We confront our brother, a brother who 
says they want to follow Christ more than anything else in life, only to find out 
that they either will not admit they are wrong, or that they simply prefer their sin 
over an unhindered relationship with Christ and His family.  That is an awful 
outcome.  That is never the outcome we hope to see.  This should always cause in 
us a grieving deep inside.  This should hurt.  And if it doesn’t, we don’t have the 
right attitude about why we are doing this activity.  Nothing is worse than finding 
out that a brother might not be a brother.  Nothing is worse than seeing a brother 
choosing our enemy’s side. 



This is how Deitrich Bonhoffer describes the process when things go well.  He wrote this 
in his book Life Together. 
 
Sin demands to have a man by himself. It withdraws him from the community. The 
more isolated a person is, the more destructive will be the power of sin over him, and 
the more deeply he becomes involved in it, the more disastrous is his isolation. Sin 
wants to remain unknown. It shuns the light. In the darkness of the unexpressed it 
poisons the whole being of a person. This can happen even in the midst of a pious 
community. In confession, the light of the gospel breaks into the darkness and 
seclusion of the heart. The sin must be brought into the light. The unexpressed must 
be openly spoken and acknowledged. All that is secret and hidden is made manifest. It 
is a hard struggle until the sin is openly admitted, but God breaks gates of brass and 
bars of iron (Ps. 107:16). 
Since the confession of sin is made in the presence of a Christian brother, the last 
stronghold of self-justification is abandoned. The sinner surrenders; he gives up all his 
evil. He gives his heart to God, and he finds the forgiveness of all his sin in the 
fellowship of Jesus Christ and his brother. The expressed, acknowledged sin has lost all 
its power. It has been revealed and judged as sin. It can no longer tear the fellowship 
asunder. Now the fellowship bears the sin of the brother. He is no longer alone with 
his evil for he has cast off his sin from him. Now he stands in the fellowship of sinners 
who live by the grace of God and the cross of Jesus Christ.... The sin concealed 
separated him from the fellowship, made all his apparent fellowship a sham; the sin 
confessed has helped him define true fellowship with the brethren in Jesus Christ. 
([New York: Harper & Row, 1954], 112-13) 
MacArthur New Testament Commentary, The - MacArthur New Testament Commentary 
– Matthew 16-23. 
We have probably all observed that many in our culture paint an odd view of 
Christianity.  They think that Christians are self righteous snobs.  They think that we 
think of ourselves as morally superior to everyone else.  And surely there are many who 
name the name of Christ who are that way.  But the great irony is that anyone who 
understands their salvation sees themselves this way.  We think sin in others is a big 
deal.  But it is only because we have seen and experienced what a big deal sin is in our 
lives.  Every believer has come to grips with the sins he or she has committed and the 
sinner that that he or she is.  He has understood that God in His Holiness has every right 
to punish that sin and He is certain to do so. 
It is at this point that the believer calls out to God for the only rescue from this sin.  And 
this rescue comes in the penalty that Christ has already paid for sin.  Christ died as the 
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just penalty for the sins of everyone who would ever call upon Him.  Salvation is gained, 
not by being morally superior.  Salvation is gained by confessing our moral failure and 
receiving Christ’s death in our place.  The great irony is that the more a person 
appreciates His Savior, the more he recognizes his own great sinfulness.  That is why 
Paul could say he was the chief of sinners.   
But what the world can’t understand is that calling people to that same cure means 
telling the truth about how God views sin.  And that is not good news.  But it must be 
told if we love those who are not aware of their impending doom. 
So we can see just how important this process is.  But when it does not have the desired 
result of gaining our brother, we are given more instructions.  We must keep in mind 
that every step of this process is to gain the same result.  Reconciliation. 
16  But if he will not hear, take with you one or two more, that 'by the mouth of two or 
three witnesses every word may be established.' 17  And if he refuses to hear them, tell 
it to the church. But if he refuses even to hear the church, let him be to you like a 
heathen and a tax collector. 18  Assuredly, I say to you, whatever you bind on earth will 
be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven. 19 

 Again I say to you that if two of you agree on earth concerning anything that they ask, 
it will be done for them by My Father in heaven. 20  For where two or three are 
gathered together in My name, I am there in the midst of them." 
If step one is unsuccessful, if it will not bring that straying sheep in, then we go to step 2.  
Step 2 essentially confirms that the facts are as the person in step one says they are.  
The second person goes along to confront the offender in order to verify that 1- sin was 
properly identified.  2- the proper presentation of the facts and solutions were given.  
And 3- the offender is encouraged more to repent.  This step makes sure there is no 
misunderstanding.  It verifies the facts.  It is not until this step is complete and the 
offender still will not repent that the sin is reported to the church.  It is important that 
such a big thing would not be presented to the church when it was a simple 
misunderstanding.  Step 2 keeps that from happening.  If it reaches step three, it is 
because step 3 is fully warranted. 
Now what is step 3?  Notice how it is worded.  But if he refuses even to hear the church, 
then let the next step happen.  Refuses to hear.  It is very easy to see what is implied in 
this.  The rest of the church is talking.  The rest of the church is appealing to this brother 
to repent, to confess his sin and turn from it.   
This is going to look more like a barn raising than a business meeting.  When this is 
announced to the church as a whole, what this will accomplish is to get everyone in the 
church to approach this person in an effort to get him to repent.  It is a full court press 
by the church.  It is appealing to every spiritual gift in the church.  It is using every 



possible effort to bring that straying sheep home.  If that effort fails, nothing is likely to 
succeed.   
The attitude behind this is still clear.  Everyone is working to bring this person back to 
fellowship.  This is not an effort to throw the worthless bum out.  It is to bring the 
precious brother back. 
Now, what happens if step three fails? 
let him be to you like a heathen and a tax collector.  
So how are we to treat heathen’s and tax collectors?  Are we to hate them?  Are we to 
treat them disdainfully or with disgust?  No.  But they are no longer an insider.  We treat 
that person in a way that they clearly understand that they are not right with God.  They 
need to get right with God.  We don’t treat them as if they are safe in the Father’s hand.  
They are not.  They are in danger of His judgment and we fear for them.  We will no 
longer have close communion with them.  We will no longer welcome them as we had 
into our fellowship.  They are no longer considered as one of the flock. 
And even that is intended to have an effect that will cause that person to miss what he 
or she had.   
We must all understand that while God values the fellowship of His children, God will 
never violate His Holiness to include them into His presence.  There will be no sin 
allowed in eternity.  And those who chose to love sin more than God will not be found 
there.  God will not compromise.  Sin is a stench in God’s nose.  I was at the eastern 
shore this last week and was fishing with several day old shrimp.  It really smelled bad.  
And that is how God regards sin.  He simply will not have it in His presence.  Christ died 
to save us from sin.  But if we are committed to sin, if we are committed to living our 
way, if we will not receive Jesus Christ as the Lord of every part of us, we prove that we 
are not one of His.   
Now Jesus goes on to describe what is going on in the spiritual realm when the above 
steps are happening in the physical realm. 
18  Assuredly, I say to you, whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and 
whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven. 19  Again I say to you that if two 
of you agree on earth concerning anything that they ask, it will be done for them by 
My Father in heaven. 20  For where two or three are gathered together in My name, I 
am there in the midst of them." 
MacArthur explains this passage well.  I am quoting from his commentary. 
 
The rabbis sometimes spoke of a principle or action as being bound in heaven or 
loosed in heaven to indicate, respectively, that it was forbidden or permitted in light 
of God's revealed Word. A Jew of that day would have understood that Jesus did not 



mean that men could bend heaven's will to their own but that God (here called 
heaven, a common Jewish substitute for God's covenant name, Yahweh, or Jehovah) 
had an expressed principle with which the church must conform. 
The grammatical construction in the passage also clarifies its meaning. As in Matthew 
16:19, shall be bound and shall be loosed translate future perfect passives and are 
more accurately rendered "will have been bound" and "will have been loosed." The 
idea is not that God is compelled to conform to the church's decisions but that, when 
the church follows Christ's pattern for discipline, it conforms its decisions to what God 
has already done and thereby receives heaven's approval and authority. 
Perfect passives are also used in John 20:23 in regard to forgiving or retaining sins. 
Believers have authority to declare that Sins are either forgiven or not forgiven when 
that declaration is based on the teaching of God's Word. If a person has received Jesus 
Christ as Savior and Lord, the church can tell him with perfect confidence that his sins 
are loosed, that is, forgiven, because he has met God's condition for forgiveness, 
namely, trust in His Son. If, on the other hand, a person refuses to receive Christ as 
Savior and acknowledge Him as Lord, the church can tell him with equal confidence 
that his sins are bound, that is, not forgiven, because he has not met God's condition 
for forgiveness 
Then a little later- The word 
Agree is from sumphōneō, which literally means to sound together and is the term from 
which we get symphony. If even two of Jesus' followers are in agreement with each 
other that a Sinning believer has either repented or refused to repent, they can be sure 
they are also in agreement with the Father who is in heaven. 
MacArthur New Testament Commentary, The - MacArthur New Testament Commentary 
– Matthew 16-23. 
So we see that what Christ was describing here are the effects of what happens when 
the church does God’s business God’s way.  The church’s actions will reflect what is truly 
going on in heaven.  The person who is straying may, in his pride, think that he is above 
all this process.  He may ignore it.  He may malign it.  But if done the way God says it 
should be done, God is deadly serious.  He is essentially saying, the way the church is 
treating the person who strayed is the way that God is regarding him.  So the strayer 
would do very well to heed to warning and repent. 
I think the application for us this morning is very clear.  We cannot idly stand by when 
brothers or sisters sin.  And we cannot take our own sin lightly.  If there is a sin, usually a 
habitual sin, that we refuse to stop, we need help.  We must reach out for that help.  If 
there is a brother who is sinning, we must reach out to help.  This whole process 
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requires intentional movement.  We cannot be content to allow in our camp the very 
thing that Christ died for. 
And the other application is, if you have never received what Christ did for you to count 
for you, do it today.  Sin is damning and God makes no apologies for that.  He offers you 
salvation though the sacrifice His son provided.  Believe upon Him and call out to Him 
today for the salvation He offers to you. 
 


